Actin Dynamics, Regulated by RhoA-LIMK-Cofilin Signaling, Mediates Rod Photoreceptor Axonal Retraction After Retinal Injury
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PURPOSE. Retraction of the axon terminals of rod photoreceptors after retinal detachment breaks the first synapse in the visual pathway, resulting in visual impairment. Previous work showed that the mechanism of axonal retraction involves RhoA signaling and its downstream effector LIM Kinase (LIMK) activation. We examined the response of the downstream component cofilin, a direct binding protein of actin filaments, as well as the regulation by RhoA-LIMK-Cofilin signaling of actin assembly/disassembly, in the presynaptic ribbon terminal of injured rod cells.

METHODS. Injury was produced by retinal detachment or rod cell isolation. Detached porcine retina was probed for levels and localization of phosphorylated cofilin with Western blots and confocal microscopy, whereas rod cell cultures of dissociated salamander retina were examined for filamentous actin assembly/disassembly with a barbed end assay and phalloidin staining.

RESULTS. A detachment increased phosphorylation of cofilin in retinal explants; phosphorylation occurred in rod terminals in sections of detached retina. Isolation of rod cells resulted in axon retraction accompanied by an increase in actin barbed ends and a decrease in net filament labeling. All changes were significantly reduced by either Rho kinase (ROCK) or LIMK inhibition, using Y27632 or BMS-5, respectively. Cytochalasin D also reduced retraction and stabilized filaments in isolated rod cells.

CONCLUSIONS. These results indicate that actin depolymerization via activation of RhoA downstream kinases and cofilin contributes to axon retraction. Preventing depolymerization, in addition to actomyosin contraction, may stabilize ribbon synapses after trauma.
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The cytoskeleton is key to nerve cell structure, most notably the axonal and dendritic extensions where synaptic connections are made. Therefore, its control contributes to development, maintenance, plasticity, and loss of synaptic connectivity.

In response to the injury of retinal detachment, rod photoreceptors retract their axonal fibers and synaptic terminals back into the outer nuclear layer (ONL), where their cell somata reside. Retraction of the terminal causes synaptic disjunction (as demonstrated with serial electron microscopic examination in detached cat retina1) and occurs as soon as 2 hours after detachment in detached pig retina.2 This retraction has been observed in human patients as well as in animal studies.3–7 In spite of a 90%-plus success rate in retachment surgery, which fosters regrowth of photoreceptor outer segments,6 visual acuity of 20/50 or better is obtained in only 20% to 40% of surgical patients.9,10 It has been suggested that poor visual outcomes are likely due to disruption in retinal circuitry, such as the axon retraction by rod photoreceptors.6,7,11 In addition to breaking the first synapse in the visual pathway, photoreceptor axonal retraction may be an initial step toward more complex remodeling by retinal cells through cell migration, rewiring of neuronal circuitry, and neuronal death in retinal disease.12

Our previous studies had shown that RhoA signaling increases after retinal detachment both in vitro and in vivo.2,6 Moreover, inhibition of Rho kinase (ROCK) or its downstream effector LIM kinase (LIMK) reduced rod cell axonal retraction.6,13 The RhoA-ROCK-LIMK pathway is well known for regulating the actin cytoskeleton.14 Although many groups have studied actin dynamics in conventional synapses during synaptic plasticity and degenerative diseases, an examination has not been done of actin filament turnover in photoreceptor ribbon synapses. Unlike typical projection neurons, photoreceptors have structurally and physiologically distinct features, such as:

- Vesicle release is regulated by graded membrane potential changes, instead of action potentials,
- Vesicles are linked to ribbons through filaments that are not recognized by anti-actin antibodies,
- Type I and II synapsins, a protein family that connects vesicles with actin filaments in conventional synapses, cannot be detected in photoreceptors,
- The typical axonal microtubule binding protein, tau, is reported to be absent,
• Instead of N-type calcium channels, photoreceptor presynaptic terminals have L-type calcium channels.\textsuperscript{15-17}
• Although axon terminals of photoreceptors contain the usual actin cytoskeleton, myosin V, in addition to myosin II isoforms are present in the presynaptic terminal.\textsuperscript{11,15,18}

Thus, a specific study of photoreceptors is necessary to understand the role of actin filament assembly/disassembly and related signaling pathways in synaptic disjunction during the retinal injury response.

We have examined the phosphorylation of cofilin, a substrate of LIMK, and actin filament dynamics in detached retina and isolated rod cells. Additionally, we tested the effects of ROCK and LIMK inhibition and cytochalasin D on axon retraction. Our results confirm that actin depolymerization is a component of the machinery that regulates injury-induced axon retraction by rod cells and suggest that preservation of the cytoskeleton would prevent disruption of the connectivity between photoreceptors and secondary neurons.

\section*{Methods}

\subsection*{Animals}

Eyes from Yorkshire pigs (6 months old, weighing 65 to 80 kg) were obtained from a local slaughterhouse (Green Village Packing Co., Green Village, NJ, USA) and placed on ice during transport to the lab. Retinal explants were obtained immediately upon receipt, about 2 hours after slaughter. Adult, aquatic-phase tiger salamanders (\textit{Ambystoma tigrinum}, 18–23 cm in length) were used to obtain retinal cells. Salamanders were maintained at 5\textdegree C on a 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle for 1 week before use. All protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey, New Jersey Medical School and were in strict compliance with the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research.

\subsection*{Pharmacologic Reagents and Antibodies}

BMS-5 (Bristol-Myers Squibb, New York, NY, USA), SYN-1024 (Synkinase, San Diego, CA, USA), Y27632 (C3912; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA), and Cytochalasin-D (C8273; Sigma) were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) before adding to the culture medium. The primary antibodies used were the following:

• Rabbit monoclonal phospho-cofilin antibody (3313; Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA; 1:100 dilution for immunohistochemistry and 1:1000 for Western blots),
• Rabbit monoclonal cofilin antibody (5175; Cell Signaling; 1:200 dilution for immunohistochemistry and 1:1000 for Western blots),
• Mouse monoclonal GAPDH (1D4) antibody (sc-59540; Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Dallas, TX, USA; 1:1000),
• Mouse monoclonal SV2 antibody (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, Iowa City, IA, USA; 1:100),
• Mouse monoclonal rhodopsin (4D2) antibody (MABN15; Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA; 1:200),
• Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated mouse monoclonal antibiotin IgG (200-542-211; Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA, USA; 1:200).

The secondary antibodies used were:

• Peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (111-035-045; Jackson ImmunoResearch; 1:5000),

\section*{Tissue and Cell Cultures}

Porcine retinal explants were obtained as previously described.\textsuperscript{19} The anterior segment and vitreous body of porcine eyes were removed, and retinal explants were produced with a 7-mm diameter trephine. To detach the retinas, the inner limiting membrane of the retina was overlaid with filter paper, and the neural retina was gently teased away from the underlying retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), choroid, and sclera, leaving the photoreceptor layer exposed. Because previous studies demonstrated quantitatively similar amounts of rod cell axonal retraction 24 hours after retinal detachment regardless of retinal region,\textsuperscript{19} both the superior and inferior retinas were used. Specimens were incubated in 12-well dishes in Neurobasal Medium (21103-049; Life Technologies) supplemented with B-27 (17504-044; Life Technologies), and 1.37 mM glutamine at 37\textdegree C. Medium was aerated with a humidified mixture of 5% CO\textsubscript{2}/95% O\textsubscript{2}.

Rod photoreceptors were obtained from salamander retinal dissociation, as previously described.\textsuperscript{57,20,21} Salamanders were decapitated, pithed, and enucleated. Retinas were digested in Ringer’s solution containing 14 U/ml papain with agitation for 45 minutes (10108014001; Roche Life Science, Indianapolis, IN, USA). After rinsing and trituration, the cell suspension was plated onto glass coverslips coated with Sal-1 antibody (provided by Peter MacLeish, Morehouse School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA, USA) in 35-mm culture dishes as described.\textsuperscript{22} Cultures were maintained in a dark, humidified incubator at 10\textdegree C in serum-free medium containing 108 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 2 mM HEPES, 1 mM NaHCO\textsubscript{3}, 1.8 mM CaCl\textsubscript{2}, 0.5 mM NaH\textsubscript{2}PO\textsubscript{4}, 1 mM MgCl\textsubscript{2}, 1 mM Na pyruvate, 7% medium199, 1X minimum essential (MEM) vitamin mix, 0.1X MEM essential amino acids, 0.1X MEM nonessential amino acids, 2 mM glutamine, 2 µg/mL bovine insulin, 1 µg/mL transferrin, 5 mM taurine, 0.8 µg/mL thyroxin, 10 µg/mL gentamicin, and 1 mg/mL bovine albumin (pH 7.7).

\section*{Western Blots}

After different periods of incubation, the detached porcine retinal explants were homogenized and lysed in ice-cold RIPA buffer supplemented with Complete Protease Inhibitor cocktail (04693116001; Roche), 1 mM Na\textsubscript{2}VO\textsubscript{3}, and 10 mM NaF. The lysates were clarified with centrifugation, 14,000 rpm for 10 minutes at 4\textdegree C. Protein concentrations were determined with the Bradford protein assay. Total lysate was boiled for 5 minutes in 2X Laemmli sample buffer and loaded onto a 12% Mini-Protean TGX SDS-PAGE gel (456-1041; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Equal amounts of lysate were loaded into each lane of the same gel; depending on the gel, the loaded lysate ranged from 6 to 15 µg protein. Blots were probed with appropriate primary and peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies. SuperSignal West Femto Substrate (34094; Thermo Scientific, Somerset, NJ, USA) or SuperSignal West Dura Substrate (34077; Thermo Scientific) was used for detection. GAPDH was used as a loading control. Blots were scanned with FluorChem (8800; Alpha Innotech Corporation, San Leandro, CA, USA) and analyzed with ImageJ (version 1.46r; National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).
**Immunohistochemistry and Actin Staining**

Porcine retinal explants and salamander retinal cell cultures were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1M sodium phosphate buffer (PBS, pH 7.4) overnight at 4°C. Retinal explants were embedded in 30% sucrose overnight at 4°C, frozen in Optimal Cutting Temperature Compound (−4583; Sakura, Torrance, CA, USA) and sectioned at 30 μm. Sections were blocked with blocking buffer (10% donkey serum in PBS), immunolabeled with appropriate primary antibodies overnight at 4°C, rinsed with PBS and incubated with fluorescent secondary antibodies at room temperature for 1 hour. All specimens of a single experiment were processed together. Control sections were processed simultaneously without primary antibodies. Specimens were mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade Mountant (P36930; Life Technologies) and sealed for further examination. One-micron optical sections were obtained with a laser scanning confocal microscope (LSM510; Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany), equipped with argon and helium/neon lasers, a 40x, 1.2 N.A. water immersion objective and a 63x, 1.4 N.A. oil immersion objective. Laser power, scan rate, objective, aperture and exposure time were unchanged throughout each experiment for all specimens. Enhancements in brightness and contrast were performed with ImageJ (version1.46r; National Institutes of Health) only for presentation purposes.

For double labeling of p-cofilin with either SV2 or rhodopsin antibodies, detached retina from a live pig was used. Detachments were made by subretinal injection of BSS following procedures previously described. Tissue was fixed after 2 hours and sectioned as above. Primary antibodies were applied simultaneously, followed by appropriate secondary antibodies. Nuclei were stained with TO-PRO-3 Iodide (T3605; Thermo Scientific). Optical sections (0.5 micron) were obtained with a Nikon A1R confocal microscope using a 63x, 1.4 N.A. oil immersion lens.

To visualize actin filaments of rod photoreceptors, fixed cell cultures were incubated with 1% BSA, followed by incubation with Phalloidin-Alexa 488 (A12379; Life Technologies) and sealed for further examination. One-micron optical sections were obtained with a Nikon A1R confocal microscope using a 63x, 1.2 N.A. water immersion objective and a 63x, 1.4 N.A. oil immersion objective. Laser power and scan rate were unchanged throughout a single experiment. Immunolabeling of barbed ends was analyzed with ImageJ by measuring the area of the fluorescent signal above a threshold that was determined by the background signals obtained with a negative control (antibiotin omitted). The region of interest (ROI) is illustrated in the results and consists of the basal area of the cell. The ROI was the same for the analysis of phalloidin labeling, axon and basal cell soma. Background—that is, labeling without phalloidin—was determined for each experiment. Final results both for barbed ends label and phalloidin label were reported as the percentage of the area containing fluorescence above the threshold within the ROI of each rod cell. Results were normalized by setting the control group at 100%. Enhancements in brightness and contrast were performed only for presentation purposes.

**Measurement of Axon Retraction in Isolated Cells**

To examine axon retraction, a Zeiss inverted light microscope (Axiovert S100TV; Carl Zeiss), equipped with a motorized stage (Assy Stage 25; Cell Robotics, Inc., Albuquerque, NM, USA) and a 40×, 0.75 N.A. objective, was used to view retinal cultures. Rod photoreceptors were identified by morphology (cell shape and presence of an ellipsoid and axon terminal). Rod cells with axon terminals (20–23 per dish) were selected by brightfield microscopy within the first hour after cell plating by viewing the culture at an arbitrary location and then systematically scanning in rows. At 7 hours, the same cells were located again. Their images were captured with a charged-coupled device camera (XC 75CE; Sony, Japan).

Axon length was measured with ImageJ. Reduction in length, indicating retraction, was the difference between the axonal lengths at the 1st (L1) and 7th (L7) hour of the same cell. The percent decrease in length was calculated with the following formula: (L1-L7) / L1 × 100%.

**Statistics**

Data were collected by an observer blind to the experimental conditions, analyzed with Student’s t-test or 1-way analysis of variance with Tukey’s post hoc test for all pair-wise multiple comparisons (GraphPad Prism5; GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA) and expressed as mean ± SEM. Significance was considered to be achieved at P < 0.05.

**Results**

**Phosphorylation of Cofilin Increases After Retinal Detachment**

In a previous study, we demonstrated that retraction of rod axonal fibers leads to separation of rod spherules from bipolar dendrites by 2 hours after detachment in pig retina. We further showed that active LIMK, phosphorylated LIMK, promotes axonal retraction by rod photoreceptor terminals after retinal detachment. LIMK is an upstream regulator of coflin that contributes to actin filament turnover. To understand the impact of retinal detachment on actin dynamics, we
first examined the phosphorylation of cofilin after the injury of retinal detachment.

We used porcine eyes to obtain detached retinal explants because of their large size, the availability of suitable antibodies against cofilin, and the fact that porcine retina is similar to human retina anatomically and physiologically. Moreover, we have recently examined detached retina from the living pig and can confirm that the explants have a morphological response very similar to the detached retina in vivo. As our previous studies have shown, porcine retinal explants demonstrate a significant number of retracted synaptic terminals after 24 hours of detachment. Each animal was used to collect data from 0 to 24 hours after retinal detachment. One eye was used for samples 0, 1, 5, 10, 30, and 60 minutes after detachment, the other eye for data 0, 1, 3, 7, and 24 hours after detachment (Fig. 1A). The retinal samples at the 0-time point were considered to be the basal level of total (t-) and phosphorylated (p-) cofilin before injury and arbitrarily set at 1 for quantification (Fig. 1B). Western blots demonstrated that the relative amount of p-cofilin was very low at time 0. Immediately following retinal detachment, p-cofilin levels increased; the increase was significant 30 minutes after detachment and continued to increase over 24 hours. Total cofilin, in contrast, remained stable; there was no significant difference from 1 to 24 hours (Fig. 1).

The stable level of total protein indicates that the increased phosphorylation of cofilin can be attributed to the regulatory activity of its upstream signaling pathways, such as increased activity of its kinase, LIMK, and/or reduced activity of its phosphatase, Slingshot Homolog (SSH).

**ROCK-LIMK Inhibition Reduces Cofilin Phosphorylation**

To confirm the role of LIMK in cofilin phosphorylation after retinal detachment, we examined the effect of ROCK or LIMK inhibition. Y27632, a selective inhibitor of both ROCK1 and ROCK2, causes an induced-fit conformational change of ROCK, allowing contact at its phosphate loop in the catalytic domain, thus competing with ATP to antagonize ROCK activity. For LIMK inhibition, we used BMS-5, an inhibitor with high selectivity for both LIMK1 and LIMK2. Although currently the specific mechanism by which BMS-5 inhibits LIMK activity is unknown, studies have shown that it can inhibit cofilin phosphorylation and reduce MDA-MB-231 cancer cell and mesenchymal glialbloma multiforme (GBM) cell invasion, presumably due to the role of LIMK-cofilin in regulating actin cytoskeleton rearrangement.

We examined porcine retinal explants at 1 and 24 hours after detachment to test both the acute and long-term effects of drug treatment. Samples for both time points, with or without treatment, were obtained from the same eye. Control groups were arbitrarily set at 100%. Y27632 (30 μM) significantly reduced phosphorylation of cofilin after retinal detachment: 1-hour treatment reduced p-cofilin to 49% of the untreated levels, while 24 hours of ROCK inhibition decreased p-cofilin to 78% (Fig. 2A, left panels). The less robust although still significant reduction of p-cofilin 24 hours after Y27632 treatment may be due to the relatively short half-life of Y27632 (about 60–90 minutes in blood). A similar effect occurred in the BMS-5 (30 μM) treated group: p-cofilin decreased to 57% and 68% of untreated levels 1 and 24 hours after BMS-5 treatment respectively (Fig. 2B, left panels). Total cofilin protein levels were stable with either Y27632 or BMS-5 treatment (Figs. 2A, 2B, right panels).

Our results demonstrate that inhibition of either ROCK or LIMK reduced phosphorylation of cofilin after retinal detachment without altering cofilin expression. Further, results suggest that the correlation between the injury of retinal detachment and cofilin phosphorylation is mediated through the RhoA-ROCK-LIMK pathway.

**Phosphorylation of Cofilin Occurs in the Rod Synaptic Terminal After Retinal Detachment**

Because Western blots reveal changes of cofilin phosphorylation in all layers of retina, immunohistochemistry of retina was conducted to confirm that phosphorylated cofilin occurs in photoreceptor synaptic terminals after retinal detachment. Retinal explants, attached to RPE, were fixed immediately after dissection to provide a baseline for the immunocytochemistry. Retinal explants detached from the RPE were fixed after a 2- or 24-hour incubation. Previous studies had shown that RhoA-GTP, the active form of RhoA, increases immediately after injury and peaks at 2 hours in porcine retinal explants (Wang J. et al. IOVS 2013;54:ARVO E-Abstract 2845). In addition, a previous study retracted of synaptic terminals by rod cells in detached porcine retina is clearly present at 24 hours. We chose the 2-hour time point to examine cofilin localization at the peak of the RhoA response and compared it with the late injury response at 24 hours.

Cofilin was found in all layers of undetached retinal explants, with more intense labeling in the inner retina and plexiform layers (Fig. 3A, image 1). Labeling for p-cofilin changed over time (Figs. 3A, images 2 through 4). In undetached retina, the p-cofilin signal was very low, except in some cell somata located in the inner nuclear layer. There was no p-cofilin label in the OPL. Two hours after detachment, p-cofilin labeling showed an apparent increase, and the label was now present in the OPL where the photoreceptor synaptic terminals reside. Twenty-four hour detached retinal explants had more intense labeling of p-cofilin throughout the retina than 2-hour explants, and the signal was more obvious in the somata of photoreceptors. The increase of p-cofilin labeling throughout the retina, as well as in rod terminals over time, is consistent with the Western blot results above.

Sections of detached retina from a live pig were double immuno labeled for phosphorylated cofilin and either SV2 or rhodopsin. SV2 labeling marks the synaptic terminals in the outer and inner plexiform (synaptic) layers (OPL and IPL) of the retina, whereas rhodopsin identifies rod photoreceptors. After detachment, rhodopsin mislocalizes and is present along all membranes of the rod cells, marking not only the outer segment but the cell body and synaptic terminal as well. Double labeling with anti-SV2 confirmed that p-cofilin resides in photoreceptor axon terminals of the OPL (Fig. 3B, images 1 through 5). Double labeling of rod opsin and p-cofilin identified that some of these axon terminals belong to rod photoreceptors (Fig. 3B, image 4 arrows). It is very likely that cone terminals contain p-cofilin as well: The p-cofilin/SV2 double labeling was found throughout the OPL layer where both cone and rod terminals locate.

Our results not only confirm the correlation between retinal detachment and increased cofilin phosphorylation but also demonstrate the presence of p-cofilin in rod photoreceptors, especially in their axon terminals, after detachment. As cofilin is well known for regulating actin dynamics, this led us to the next question: How do the actin filaments respond to the injury in the axon terminals of rod cells while retraction occurs?

**Actin Filament Assembly/Disassembly at Axon Terminals of Rod Photoreceptors**

To study actin dynamics in the axon terminal of rod photoreceptors after injury, cultures of adult, isolated salaman-
Our previous work in utilizing salamander rod cells, demonstrated that the RhoA-ROCK/Pak-LIMK pathway regulates axonal and neuritic plasticity after injury.5,33 In addition, retraction of the axon fiber by rod photoreceptors occurs over a 24-hour period in culture. Thus, porcine retinal explants and isolated salamander photoreceptors share similar timing and signaling components for axon retraction after injury.

We conducted a barbed end assay, which detects actin addition at the barbed ends of actin filaments and, by inference, the availability of barbed ends. Because cofilin severs actin filaments and generates barbed ends,41 this experiment also provides information on cofilin activity. The procedure of detaching and dissociating retina before cell plating takes about 45 minutes. To allow for adequate attachment of cells to the culture substrate, the earliest time point we examined was 15 minutes after seeding. Thus, the earliest time that was examined was about 1 hour after the initial injury of retinal detachment.

Images of barbed end labeling in rod cells were obtained with confocal microscopy. Both rod cells with and without outer segments were present in the culture, as would occur in retinal detachment. Both types of rod cells showed retraction of the synaptic terminal and were used in analysis. The region of interest (ROI) for analysis included the axons and terminals, as well as the basal half of the cell soma into which the axons retract (Fig. 4A). The apical area of the cell soma was not included because the actin filaments there are enriched in calycal processes surrounding the inner segment (refer to Fig. 6A) and may be under a different regulatory mechanism. Calycal processes tend to form long filopodia after cells lose their outer segments in culture. In each experiment, the background signal due to nonspecific binding was determined by measuring the negative control (no labeling of actin) and was used as the threshold for specific staining. We measured the area of the fluorescence signal above this threshold and reported its percentage of the area of the ROI for each cell.

The highest level of barbed end labeling occurred after 15 minutes of culture (Figs. 4B, 4C). Label at 15 minutes was arbitrarily set at 100%. After 2 hours in culture, the signal decreased to 65%, and after 4 hours was significantly decreased to 22% of the 15-minute label. Because the procedure of retinal dissociation itself introduces mechanical stress, an original baseline for rod cells without any injury could not be obtained. Nevertheless, our data reveal that the severing of actin filaments in the axon terminals was high in the 15-minute culture (approximately 1 hour after the initial injury), followed by a gradual decrease.

**ROCK-LIMK Inhibition Reduces Actin Filament Disassembly After Injury**

To understand the relationship of actin breakdown and ROCK-LIMK-cofilin activity after injury, we conducted barbed end assays with ROCK or LIMK inhibitors. As discussed, RhoA activation in porcine retinal explants is initiated immediately after retinal detachment even though peak activity occurs hours later (Wang J, et al. IOVS 2013;54:ARVO E-Abstract 2845).2,6 During the procedure of dissecting salamander eyes and obtaining detached retinas, therefore, we assume that activated RhoA can lead to an immediate increase in ROCK activity and a subsequent increase in LIMK activity and p-cofilin. Thus, to examine the contribution of ROCK-LIMK activity at the inception of injury, we pretreated retina with kinase inhibitors before detaching the retinas.

Each experiment was conducted with one pair of salamander eyes: one eye pretreated with inhibitor, the other with a DMSO control. To deliver the treatment before detachment, two small cuts opposite each other were created at the edge of the cornea and the eyeballs incubated in Ringer’s solution with inhibitor or DMSO for 20 minutes, followed by the standard retinal detachment and dissociation protocol. A barbed end assay was conducted 15 minutes after plating, consistent with the above experiments.
FIGURE 2. ROCK or LIMK inhibition, by 30 μM Y727632 (Y27) or 30 μM BMS-5 respectively, decreases phosphorylation of cofilin in porcine retinal explants 1 and 24 hours after detachment. Comparison between ROCK or LIMK inhibition and control was conducted with detached retinal explants from the same eyes. DMSO was the control condition (A.1, B.1). Antibodies against p-cofilin and t-cofilin labeled 19-kDa bands. GAPDH, from the same SDS-PAGE gel, served as an internal loading control. (A.2, B.2) Quantification of cofilin bands, normalized by GAPDH. Note, there was no change in t-cofilin with drug treatment. (A) n = 4 animals, 4 retinal explants per group; (B) n = 4 animals, 4 retinal explants per group; Student’s *t* test, *P* < 0.05, ***P* < 0.001.
Inhibition of ROCK or LIMK significantly reduced barbed end labeling in rod cells; there was an 87% reduction of barbed ends in the Y27632 (30 μM) treated group, while BMS-5 (10 μM) resulted in a 60% reduction compared to the control (Fig. 5). In each experiment, the DMSO group was arbitrarily set at 100%. These data indicate that the high level of barbed end labeling in the axon terminals of rod cells after injury was promoted (at least in part) through ROCK-LIMK activity. Since the Western blots and immunohistochemistry data above showed an increase of p-cofilin shortly after retinal detachment that is promoted by ROCK-LIMK activity, our results here are consistent with the well-recognized function of cofilin in severing actin filaments and producing barbed ends.34–37

**Actin Filament Depolymerization During Axon Retraction**

Although these results suggest a high level of actin filament turnover after injury, the overall structural change in the actin cytoskeleton remains to be investigated. Thus, we labeled actin filaments with Fluor 488 phalloidin, a specific stain for filamentous actin.

The same ROI was selected as above (Fig. 4A). The area of fluorescence signal (phalloidin labeling) in one-micron optical sections decreased in the terminal and adjacent cell soma; the 7-hour cultures had significantly less fluorescence than did cells in 2-hour cultures by 62.5% (Fig. 6). The time window of 2 to 7 hours in culture, or about 3 to 8 hours after retinal detachment, allowed us to examine actin cytoskeletal rearrangement during the most rapid phase of axonal retraction by cultured rod cells. The decreased fluorescent signal suggested that actin filament depolymerization is occurring during axon retraction, although this does not rule out some level of polymerization. Inhibition of LIMK with BMS-5 (10 μM) prevented a decrease in phalloidin labeling (Fig. 6), indicating that depolymerization was under LIMK regulation.

**Cytochalasin D Reduces Axon Retraction of Rod Photoreceptors After Injury**

To further understand the relationship between axon retraction and actin depolymerization, we applied Cytochalasin D (Cyto D), a cell-permeable compound widely used for manipulating actin dynamics due to its ability to bind barbed ends of actin filaments with high affinity, as well as actin monomers with lower affinity.38,39 This approach allowed us to directly disrupt actin depolymerization after injury, thus revealing the contribution of actin filament rearrangement to the synaptic structural plasticity of photoreceptors induced by injury.

We observed that Cyto D treatment increased the area of fluorescence signal for actin filaments (phalloidin labeling) in the terminals and adjacent cell somata during axon retraction, in contrast to the decrease of fluorescence signal in the untreated group. As Figure 7A demonstrates, when fluorescence signal of the 2-hour untreated group is normalized to 100%, the 7-hour Cyto D group shows a significant 91.7% increase in the area with labeling. Because the fluorescence signal of phalloidin labeling is indicative of filamentous actin, this result suggests that Cyto D reduced actin depolymerization in photoreceptor axon terminals induced by injury. A significant effect of Cyto D on the preservation of axonal structure (Fig. 7B) was observed as well: In the Cyto D-treated group, the reduction of axon length over 7 hours after isolation was only 40% of the untreated group. Retraction had been reduced.
Although the rearrangement of actin cytoskeleton is implied in the injury-induced axonal plasticity of rod photoreceptors due to the obvious structural changes, a clear demonstration of actin’s contribution to axon retraction has been absent. Previous studies demonstrated the role of ROCK and LIMK activity in promoting axon retraction and actin filament turnover (through LIMK phosphorylation of cofilin, which regulates actin filament stability) were important.

In this study, we explored the role of actin filament assembly/disassembly in synaptic retraction of injured photoreceptors. Our results confirmed that (1) LIMK-cofilin activity promotes actin filament depolymerization in rod photoreceptors, and (2) this increased filament depolymerization contributes to rod axon retraction after injury.

Although we have looked at axon retraction during the first 24 hours after detachment, we focused on the first few hours for several reasons: (1) Activation of RhoA in retinal explants significantly increases only 10 minutes after detachment in vitro. In addition, while activation continues for 24 hours, peak activity occurs rapidly, 2 hours after detachment (Wang J, et al. IOVS 2013;54:ARVO E-Abstract 2845).11 (2) Although retraction by most isolated rod cells occurs during the first 24 hours in vitro with axons being subsumed into the cell body, the highest rate of retraction (about 2 μm/hr) occurs during the first 6 hours of culture after isolation.5 (3) After detachment in vivo, we have recently reported that significant RhoA activation and rod cell axon retraction are present early, by 2 hours after the injury.11 The present report adds to the list of early events; phosphorylation of cofilin significantly increased 30 minutes after detachment, and the barbed end assay showed more fluorescence after 15 minutes in culture (about 1 hour after detachment) than after 4 hours.

If we combine our past and present results, they suggest the following scenario regarding actin filament dynamics: After detachment, RhoA is activated to phosphorylate ROCK, which in turn activates/phosphorylates LIMK. LIMK then phosphorylates cofilin. Because there are no changes in total cofilin, the ratio of p-cofilin to non-phosphorylated cofilin increases, resulting in a reduction of cofilin binding to actin filaments, breakage of actin filaments, and an increase in barbed ends.

Understanding of the activities of cofilin in other systems supports the above scenario. Cofilin binds to mature actin filaments with high affinity in its non-phosphorylated form; upon phosphorylation by LIMK, cofilin can be released from actin filaments. At the boundary of the bare and the cofilin-decorated actin filament, mechanical discontinuity occurs. Such discontinuity is vulnerable to stress and accounts for cofilin-dependent actin filament severing.44-47 The key to actin regulation by cofilin lies in the relative concentration between non-phosphorylated (active) cofilin and actin filaments: At high concentrations of unphosphorylated cofilin,
barbed end labeling was detected initially, which subsided in axon terminals of isolated rod photoreceptors, a high level of actin-severing activity locally.42

tions indicate that LIMK-dependent cofilin phosphorylation in rod terminals.5,33 With published evidence that RhoA and LIMK are also present in rod photoreceptors terminals. This observation is consistent with published evidence that RhoA and LIMK are also present in rod terminals.5,33

Microscopy confirmed the presence of p-cofilin specifically in rod photoreceptors terminals. This observation is consistent with published evidence that RhoA and LIMK are also present in rod terminals.5,33

Finally, although either ROCK or LIMK inhibition significantly reduced phosphorylation of cofilin after injury, indicating that the activity of these kinases increases p-cofilin, this does not rule out the possibility that the increased p-cofilin is also partially due to a reduction of SSH activity. Studies have reported that the phosphatase SSH is under several regulatory mechanisms,55–47 but its regulation in photoreceptors remains to be investigated. Presently, the individual contributions of LIMK and SSH to phosphorylation of cofilin in the context of injury-induced photoreceptor synaptic plasticity are unclear.

Activity of LIMK in other systems also supports our scenario. LIMK activity has been reported to promote cell motility and morphological change in various cell types, including neurons.30,57,48–56 In axon growth cones, for instance, phosphorylation of cofilin by LIMK is necessary for Sema 3A-induced collapse.36 Moreover, mathematical simulations indicate that LIMK-dependent cofilin phosphorylation amplifies actin-severing activity locally.32

Actin filament turnover in the synaptic terminal of rod photoreceptors after injury was more directly examined in single cells through barbed end assays. Mature actin filaments usually bind capping proteins at their barbed ends. Severing by cofilin causes generation of free barbed ends, which allow subsequent assembly and possibly some disassembly.57 In the axon terminals of isolated rod photoreceptors, a high level of barbed end labeling was detected initially, which subsided gradually. The decline in the barbed end signal was possibly due to either increased binding of capping proteins to the free barbed ends or due to reduced levels of ROCK and LIMK activity since we observed that inhibition of these kinases decreases the production of barbed ends. Future studies may be able to determine the localization and quantification of capping proteins during axon retraction after injury.

Following this analysis, increases in barbed ends should affect the pool of filamentous actin and, indeed, a reduction in labeling for actin filaments with phalloidin was observed during the initial period of rapid axon retraction by isolated rod cells. LIMK inhibition and Cyto D prevented this reduction. LIMK inhibition in isolated cells presumably reduced cofilin phosphorylation (as it had in retinal explants), leaving actin filaments protected by non-phosphorylated cofilin. Cyto D, however, is known to block polymerization and depolymerization in vitro by binding to the barbed ends with high affinity and actin monomers with low affinity when in high concentration.38,59 Although the conventional view is that Cyto D prevents turnover of actin filaments and thus stabilizes actin cytoskeleton; in intact cells, Cyto D can have a variety of effects, including polymerization, depolymerization, or disorganization of actin filaments.30,58–63 In isolated rod cells, the decrease of axon retraction and the increase in phalloidin labeling induced by cytochalasin D is likely due to a disruption in actin depolymerization.

In summary, the mechanisms that cause disjunction of the rod presynaptic terminal from its postsynaptic partners appear to include F-actin depolymerization, as well as actomyosin contraction.58; however, other activities (such as loss of cell-to-cell adhesion) must also be involved. In retinal ganglion cell axons, depolymerization occurs in response to RhoA-promoted axon retraction induced by ephrin-A2; additionally, there is a concomitant decrease in F-actin turnover and thereby a
stabilization of remaining actin filaments.\textsuperscript{59} In other words, there is severing of filaments without polymerization for a portion of the F-actin. Remaining filaments participate in actomyosin contractility. Thus, rod cells appear to use mechanisms also seen in axonal growth cone collapse and retraction,\textsuperscript{60} even though some of their presynaptic molecular components are unique to ribbon synapses.

Cone cells are not known to show axon retraction in response to injury (retinal detachment); however, they do exhibit shape changes and loss of connectivity with bipolar cells at their ribbon synapses, which can be devastating to vision.\textsuperscript{61,62} Cone cell axonal processes, like rod cells, are sensitive to RhoA activity\textsuperscript{5} but have microtubule associated proteins and calcium channels that differ from rod cells.\textsuperscript{15,63–66} These molecular differences may modify the form of cone structural responses. Hair cells of the auditory system, which contact spiral ganglion cells at ribbon synapses, also have injury responses that result in synaptic disjunction. The relevant insult is loud noise. For the auditory system, ribbon active zones are abandoned as ganglionic dendrites retract.\textsuperscript{67} Additionally, bipolar-ganglion cell ribbon synapses in the retina are affected by glaucoma and show a reduction in active zone size with disease.\textsuperscript{68} Thus, ribbon synapses of a variety of critical sensory (and sensory-related) neurons exhibit injury-induced synaptopathy. For rod photoreceptors, we are beginning to understand the mechanisms leading to synaptic disjunction and develop therapeutic strategies by blocking RhoA signaling to preserve their synapses.\textsuperscript{25}
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